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MetPlas Makes Strategic Addition to It's Management Team
Natrona Heights, PA -

MetPlas Incorporated, a machine shop located outside of Pittsburgh, PA has

employed a number of high-quality employees since it's inception in 1981. MetPlas added to that list with the
hiring of Mr. Russ Garrett, the new Senior Vice President and General Manager.

Mr. Garrett's experience includes over 25 years at Hussey Copper in various capacities including senior sales and
operations positions. For the last 7 years Russ was Hussey’s Vice President and General Manager of the fabrication
business unit. He was responsible for manufacturing and sales of all Hussey’s fabricated products in North America
and Mexico.

It is interesting to note that MetPlas already supplies several customers with fabricated copper parts including
copper bus bars, so Russ' experience in the copper industry will certainly supplement that aspect of their
business.

"Russ brings a track record of proven performance, and solid leadership to MetPlas" stated Russ Finsness, President
of MetPlas. He went on to say, "His experience will help guide our growth while maintaining MetPlas’ record of
excellent quality and service."

Asked why he chose MetPlas, Mr. Garret stated, "It became immediately clear to me that MetPlas is a world-class
operation that brings value to its customers. I wanted to join a well-established manufacturing company that is
poised for growth."

Growth appears to be a common trend at MetPlas in recent years. In fact, they have added 25% to their
manufacturing area, increased water jet cutting capacity 50%, added machining capacity with multiple machine
purchases, and added several strategically located manufacturers’ representatives around the country.

For more information you can visit MetPlas' website at www.metplas.com or call the main number at
(800)827-1900.

About Metplas
MetPlas is an ISO 9001-2008 registered manufacturer that specializes in waterjet cutting, precision machining, and
assembly of both metals and plastics including materials such as thermoset plastics (GPO3, G10, FR4, etc),
thermoplastics (Delrin, Nylon, Teflon, etc), and various alloys (Copper,Aluminum, Steel etc). Founded in 1981,

MetPlas has established itself as a world class supplier to the Energy, Rail Transit, Medical Device, and Defense
industries. Visit www.metplas.com to learn more.
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